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(54) AUTOMATIC SEARCH OF LOCAL INVENTORY

(57) Methods, systems, and apparatus, including
computer programs encoded on computer storage me-
dia, for determining which of multiple vendors have a
product in stock. One of the methods includes maintain-
ing a central database that includes information about
respective inventories of multiple vendors, receiving in-
formation from a first user device identifying a requested
commerce object, and a geographical area, identifying a
plurality of sources of available inventory data, searching
the plurality of sources for available inventory of the re-

quested commerce object, the searching comprising per-
forming all three of the following processes substantially
in parallel: performing real-time searching in the central
database, performing sub-real-time searching in respec-
tive databases maintained by individual vendors, and in-
itiating manual-assisted searching, asynchronously re-
ceiving and aggregating search results into groups, and
serving, for each of the groups of search results, instruc-
tions for a presentation of the respective composite user
interface to a second user device.
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Description

[0001] This application claims benefit under 35 U.S.C.
§ 119(e)(1) of U.S. Provisional Application No.
62/111,060, filed on February 2, 2015, which is incorpo-
rated by reference herein.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This specification relates to systems and tech-
niques to determine a local inventory for a product at
multiple vendor retail locations.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A consumer may view a product web page to
order the product online, and have the product shipped
to their home, or determine whether to visit a brick and
mortar vendor retail location to purchase the product. For
instance, the consumer may go to a retailer’s physical
location to try a product on or otherwise interact with the
product, e.g., to view a television.
[0004] The consumer uses a computer, either wired or
wireless, to view the product web page. The computer
may request content for the web page from one or more
servers. The servers may store content for the web page
in respective databases. For example, a first server may
store product information and a second server may store
product images. Each of the servers and the computer
may communication using a network, such as the Internet
or another Wide Area Network.
[0005] When a vendor retail location receives a new
product, both the first and the second server may be up-
dated to include information about the new product. For
instance, both servers may receive an identifier for the
new product and the first server may receive text describ-
ing the specifications of the new product and the second
server may receive one or more images for the new prod-
uct.
[0006] In some examples, the computer may provide
a universal resource identifier (URI) to a third server, and
the third server uses the URI to determine a product iden-
tifier for a product. The third server may then query the
first server and the second server, using the product iden-
tifier, for the product information and any corresponding
images. The first and second servers may provide the
product information and the corresponding images to the
third server or to the computer.
[0007] The computer may be a desktop computer, a
laptop, or a smart phone to name a few examples. A
connection between the computer and the third server
may be a direct connection, e.g., without any other com-
puters sending or receiving data intended for one of the
two devices, or an indirect connection, e.g., with one or
more other computers receiving data from one of the two
devices and forwarding the data to the other device.
[0008] The third server, or another device, may include
an inventory database to track inventory levels of prod-

ucts, e.g., for the vendor retail location. The third server
may use the inventory database to request a particular
product from a warehouse when the inventory of the par-
ticular product is low.

SUMMARY

[0009] In general, one aspect of the subject matter de-
scribed in this specification can be embodied in methods
that include the actions of maintaining a central database
that includes information about respective inventories of
a plurality of different vendors, wherein the central data-
base is kept up-to-date via automated data integration
with inventory systems maintained by the plurality of ven-
dors, receiving information from a first user device iden-
tifying (a) a requested commerce object for which avail-
able inventory is sought, and (b) a geographical area,
identifying a plurality of sources of available inventory
data for the vendors that are located within a specific
distance of the geographical area, searching the plurality
of sources for available inventory of the requested com-
merce object, the searching comprising performing all
three of the following processes substantially in parallel:
performing real-time searching for inventory data of the
requested commerce object in the central database that
has been maintained with up-to-date information about
potential vendors’ respective inventories via data inte-
gration, performing sub-real-time searching for inventory
data of the requested commerce object in respective da-
tabases maintained by individual vendors, and initiating
manual-assisted searching for the requested commerce
objet by automated communication with one or more en-
tities located at respective vendor locations, the automat-
ed communication prompting the one or more entities to
respond with information about whether the associated
vendor has available inventory of the requested com-
merce object, asynchronously receiving and aggregating
search results into groups as the search results become
available to form a respective composite user interface
having inventory information from each of at least a por-
tion of the searched plurality of sources, and serving, for
each of the groups of search results, instructions for a
presentation of the respective composite user interface
to a second user device, different from the first user de-
vice, the composite user interface displaying the aggre-
gated search results. Other implementations of this as-
pect include corresponding computer systems, appara-
tus, and computer programs recorded on one or more
computer storage devices, each configured to perform
the actions of the methods. A system of one or more
computers can be configured to perform particular oper-
ations or actions by virtue of having software, firmware,
hardware, or a combination of them, installed on the sys-
tem that in operation causes or cause the system to per-
form the actions. One or more computer programs can
be configured to perform particular operations or actions
by virtue of including instructions that, when executed by
data processing apparatus, cause the apparatus to per-
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form the actions.
[0010] In general, one aspect of the subject matter de-
scribed in this specification can be embodied in methods
that include the actions of maintaining a central database
that includes information about respective inventories of
a plurality of different vendors, wherein the central data-
base is kept up-to-date via automated data integration
with inventory systems maintained by the plurality of ven-
dors, receiving information from a server identifying (a)
a requested commerce object for which available inven-
tory is sought, and (b) a geographical area, identifying a
plurality of sources of available inventory data for the
vendors that are located within a specific distance of the
geographical area, searching the plurality of sources for
available inventory of the requested commerce object,
the searching comprising performing all three of the fol-
lowing processes substantially in parallel: performing re-
al-time searching for inventory data of the requested
commerce object in the central database that has been
maintained with up-to-date information about potential
vendors’ respective inventories via data integration, per-
forming sub-real-time searching for inventory data of the
requested commerce object in respective databases
maintained by individual vendors, and initiating manual-
assisted searching for the requested commerce object
by automated communication with one or more entities
located at respective vendor locations, the automated
communication prompting the one or more entities to re-
spond with information about whether the respective ven-
dor has available inventory of the requested commerce
object, asynchronously receiving and aggregating
search results into groups as the search results become
available to form a respective composite user interface
having inventory information from each of at least a por-
tion of the searched plurality of sources, and serving, for
each of the groups of search results, the group of search
results to the server for presentation of the aggregated
search results in the group of search results in a respec-
tive composite user interface on a user device. Other
implementations of this aspect include corresponding
computer systems, apparatus, and computer programs
recorded on one or more computer storage devices, each
configured to perform the actions of the methods. A sys-
tem of one or more computers can be configured to per-
form particular operations or actions by virtue of having
software, firmware, hardware, or a combination of them,
installed on the system that in operation causes or cause
the system to perform the actions. One or more computer
programs can be configured to perform particular oper-
ations or actions by virtue of including instructions that,
when executed by data processing apparatus, cause the
apparatus to perform the actions.
[0011] The foregoing and other implementations can
each optionally include one or more of the following fea-
tures, alone or in combination. Asynchronously receiving
and aggregating search results into groups as the search
results become available to form a respective composite
user interface may include asynchronously receiving and

aggregating search results into groups as the search re-
sults become available to form a respective composite
web page. Serving, for each of the groups of search re-
sults, instructions for the presentation of the respective
composite user interface may include serving, for each
of the groups of search results, instructions for the pres-
entation of the respective composite web page.
[0012] In some implementations, the method may in-
clude maintaining a history of particular types of com-
merce objects that each of the plurality of vendors have
historically stocked in their respective inventories. Iden-
tifying the plurality of the vendors may include determin-
ing that each of the plurality of vendors have historically
stocked the requested commerce object. Receiving the
information from the first user device may include receiv-
ing identification of the specific distance. The method
may include receiving identification of the specific dis-
tance from the first user device.
[0013] In some implementations, receiving the infor-
mation from the first user device identifying the geograph-
ical area may include receiving a geolocation. Receiving
the geolocation may include receiving an internet proto-
col address. Receiving the geolocation may include re-
ceiving geographical coordinates. Receiving the geolo-
cation may include receiving a zip code.
[0014] In some implementations, serving the instruc-
tions for the presentation of the composite user interface
to the second user device may include serving the in-
structions for the presentation of the composite user in-
terface to a mobile device. Receiving the information from
the first user device may include receiving the information
from a desktop computer or a laptop. The method may
include terminating the searching and the serving upon
detection of a request from the second user device or a
determination that a maximum time period has been
reached. Receiving the information from the first user
device may include receiving the maximum time period.
[0015] In some implementations, receiving the infor-
mation from the server identifying (a) the requested com-
merce object for which available inventory is sought, and
(b) the geographical area may include receiving, from
the server, a message that includes the information for-
matted according to a message format from an applica-
tion programming interface. Serving, for each of the
groups of search results, the group of search results to
the server may include providing, to the server for each
of the groups of search results, a response message that
includes data for the search results in the group of search
results formatted according to a second message format
from the application programming interface.
[0016] In some implementations, receiving the infor-
mation from the server identifying (a) the requested com-
merce object for which available inventory is sought, and
(b) the geographical area may include receiving, from
the server, a message indicating (a) a commerce object
for which a first user device requested inventory informa-
tion, and (b) the geographical area in which the first user
device is located. Serving, for each of the groups of
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search results, the group of search results to the server
may include providing, to the server for each of the groups
of search results, the group of search results to cause
the server to provide the group of search results to a
second user device, different from the first user device,
for presentation in a composite user interface. Serving,
for each of the groups of search results, the group of
search results to the server may include providing, to the
server for each of the groups of search results, the group
of search results to cause the server to provide the group
of search results to the first user device for presentation
in a composite user interface.
[0017] In some implementations, receiving the infor-
mation from the server identifying (a) the requested com-
merce object for which available inventory is sought, and
(b) the geographical area may include receiving, from
the server, a message indicating (a) a commerce object
for which a first user device requested inventory informa-
tion, and (b) the geographical area specified by the first
user device in which the commerce object may be pur-
chased. Serving, for each of the groups of search results,
the group of search results to the server may include
providing, to the server for each of the groups of search
results, the group of search results to cause the server
to provide the group of search results to a second user
device, different from the first user device, for presenta-
tion in a composite user interface. Serving, for each of
the groups of search results, the group of search results
to the server may include providing, to the server for each
of the groups of search results, the group of search re-
sults to cause the server to provide the group of search
results to the first user device for presentation in a com-
posite user interface.
[0018] In some implementations, asynchronously re-
ceiving and aggregating search results into groups as
the search results become available to form a respective
composite user interface may include asynchronously re-
ceiving and aggregating search results into groups as
the search results become available to form a respective
composite web page. Receiving the information from the
server may include receiving identification of the specific
distance. The method may include receiving identifica-
tion of the specific distance from the server.
[0019] In some implementations, receiving the infor-
mation from the server identifying the geographical area
may include receiving a geolocation. Receiving the ge-
olocation may include receiving an internet protocol ad-
dress. Receiving the internet protocol address may in-
clude receiving an internet protocol address of a user
device that requested available inventory information for
the commerce object and for which the data processing
apparatus received the information from the server. The
method may include terminating the searching and the
serving upon detection of a request from the server or a
determination that a maximum time period has been
reached. Receiving the information from the server may
include receiving the maximum time period.
[0020] The subject matter described in this specifica-

tion may be implemented in various implementations to
realize one or more of the following potential advantages.
In some implementations, an inventory system can pro-
vide inventory information for multiple vendors to a user.
In some implementations, an inventory system can re-
ceive product inventory information directly from a sys-
tem for a retail location. In some implementations, an
inventory system may combine manual product inventory
information with data from an inventory database. In
some implementations, asynchronous receipt of the
search results from the plurality of services allows an
inventory system to create a group of search results as
search results from different systems, for different retail
locations, or both, become available. In some implemen-
tations, an inventory system may provide search results
to a mobile device so a user may access the search re-
sults while away from his home or office, e.g., when at a
mall. In some implementations, an inventory system may
provide search results to a mobile device after completing
a lengthy search process so the mobile device may
present the search results to a user as the search results
become available, e.g., without making the user wait at
a particular location to receive the search results. For
instance, the particular location may include a desktop
computer from which the inventory system receives an
initial search request for the user. In some implementa-
tions, the use of multiple databases and a central com-
munication server allows vendors to maintain their own
individual inventory systems while providing inventory
data to the central communication server for use in a
product inventory search. In some implementations, the
use of an application programming interface (API) allows
third party systems to receive product inventory informa-
tion from a central communication server when the prod-
uct inventory information indicates inventory data from
multiple databases, manual-assisted searching, or both.
[0021] Details of one or more implementations are set
forth in the accompanying drawings and the description
below. Other features, aspects, and potential advantag-
es will become apparent from the description, the draw-
ings, and the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example environment
configured to aggregate inventory data from multiple
sources.
FIG. 2 is an example of a user interface for presenting
product information.
FIG. 3 is an example of a mobile device user interface
for displaying inventory search results.
FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of a process for providing a
mobile device with product inventory updates.
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of a process for searching
a plurality of sources for available inventory of a re-
quested commerce object.
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FIG. 6 is a block diagram of computing devices that
may be used to implement the systems and methods
described in this document.

[0023] Like reference numbers and designations in the
various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] In some implementations, a central communi-
cation server may automatically search local inventory
availability for vendor retail locations on behalf of a con-
sumer, aggregate results from disparate inventory sys-
tems and manual inventory entry, and provide the results
asynchronously to a device operated by the consumer.
For instance, rather than have the consumer call multiple
different retailers to determine which particular vendor
retail locations have a product in stock, the central com-
munication server accesses databases for some retailers
and may request a manual inventory inquiry for other
retailers and provides inventory information to the con-
sumer.
[0025] The consumer may request the inventory infor-
mation from the central communication server using a
first device, e.g., a wired computer, and view the results
using a second device, e.g., a mobile device. For exam-
ple, the consumer may search for a television using their
desktop computer, request information from a central
communication server about what retail locations have
the television in stock, and then receive and view inven-
tory information on his smart phone from the central com-
munication server, e.g., via text messaging or a mobile
application.
[0026] The central communication server may retrieve
the inventory information from a central server, from mul-
tiple servers that are each maintained for a particular
retailer, from a device for an entity, e.g., a person or a
robot, physically located at a retail location, or a combi-
nation of any two or more of these. The inventory infor-
mation is for multiple different retailers that each may
have the requested product, e.g., television, in stock. The
inventory information may include stock levels, e.g.,
when the consumer requests multiple of the same prod-
uct.
[0027] When an entity performs a determination of
whether or not a particular item is in stock, or the amount
of inventory in stock, the entity may use a bar code scan-
ner, a mobile device, e.g., with an inventory application,
or another method. In some examples, the central com-
munication server may receive data from the device op-
erated by the entity indicating that the particular item is
not in stock but one or more comparable items are in
stock. The central communication server may then pro-
vide the consumer with information about the one or more
comparable items.
[0028] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example envi-
ronment 100 configured to aggregate inventory data from
multiple sources. For instance, a first device 102 sends

a request for product inventory information to a central
communication server 104 at time TA. The request may
be for a specific product, or type of product, e.g., brand
or product category, such as 36 inch televisions.
[0029] The central communication server 104 receives
the request and, during time period TB, queries multiple
databases, e.g., a central database and vendor databas-
es 108a-b, to determine which vendors have the specific
product or type of product in their inventory. Optionally
during time period TB, the central communication server
104 may also send a request for a manual inventory in-
quiry to one or more vendor devices 110c-d. For instance,
the central communication server 104 may request that
an employee of Vendor C and an employee of Vendor D
determine whether the Vendor C’s inventory 112c and
the Vendor D’s inventory 112d, respectively, contain the
specific product or type of product. Each of the requests
and queries sent during time period TB is sent at sub-
stantially the same time, e.g., in parallel, and are sent in
response to the request for product inventory information
received at time TA. In some examples, some of the re-
quests or queries are sent at substantially the same time
and other requests or queries are sent at a different time
during the time period TB. For instance, the central com-
munication server 104 may send a first product inventory
query to the Vendor A database 108a at night and, once
the Vendor C retail location opens the next morning, the
central communication server 104 may send a manual
inventory inquiry request to the Vendor C device 110c.
[0030] The central database 106 includes information
about inventories of multiple vendors, potentially includ-
ing some of Vendors A-D. The central database 106 may
be integrated with the inventory systems of the vendors,
e.g., using automated data integration. For instance,
when there is an update to the Vendor A database 108a,
the central database 106 may receive information about
the update from the Vendor A database 108a, e.g., a
single update for a particular product when the inventory
for that particular product changes or as an update for
multiple items, potentially a while after the inventories of
one or more of the products has changed. The central
database 106 may be included on the same physical de-
vices as the central communication server 104 or may
be included in different physical devices.
[0031] The central database 106 determines whether
a particular vendor retail location has inventory of the
specific product or type of product. For example, the cen-
tral database 106 uses a product identifier as input to a
query to determine which vendor retail locations have
the specific product in stock and are within a particular
geographical area of the first device 102 or another lo-
cation specified by a user operating the first device 102,
e.g., when the user will be at another location away from
the first device 102 later that day or week.
[0032] During time period Tc, the central communica-
tion server 104 receives one or more results from the
central database 106 that each identify the particular ven-
dor retail locations that have the specific product or type
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of product in inventory and are within the particular geo-
graphic area. The central communication server 104 may
receive one response that identifies all of the results or
may receive multiple responses that each identify one or
more of the particular vendor retail locations. For exam-
ple, the central database 106 may perform an initial
search and provide the central communication server
104 with a first response, receive an inventory update for
some of the vendors for which the central database 106
stores inventory data, and perform a subsequent search
and provide the central communication server 104 with
a second response that identifies different vendor retail
locations than the first search.
[0033] In some examples, the second response may
override the first response. For instance, when the inven-
tory update indicates that one of the particular vendor
retail locations no longer has the specific product in stock,
the central communication server 104 may receive the
second response from the central database 106 that in-
dicates that the one of the particular vendor retail loca-
tions no longer has the specific product in stock. The
second response may identify only the one of the partic-
ular vendor retail locations that no longer has the specific
product in stock or may identify all of the other particular
vendor retail locations that have the specific product in
stock, potentially including additional vendor retail loca-
tions that received an inventory of the specific product
after the central communication server 104 received the
first response.
[0034] The Vendor A-B databases 108a-b are each
databases that store inventory information for only one
vendor, potentially for multiple physical retail locations
for each of those vendors. One or both of the Vendor A-
B databases 108a-b may be proprietary databases that
include inventory information. Each of the Vendor A-B
databases 108a-b receive the product inventory request,
during time period TB, from the central communication
server 104 and determine whether the specific product
or type of product is in stock. For example, the Vendor
A database 108a may use an identifier for the specific
product to determine which retail locations for the Vendor
A, within the particular geographic area, have the specific
product in stock.
[0035] The central communication server 104 receives
responses from each of the Vendor A-B databases 108a-
b during time period TD. For instance, the central com-
munication server 104 may receive a first response from
the Vendor B database 108b and then later receive a
second response from the Vendor A database 108a. The
central communication server 104 may, for example, re-
ceive the second response minutes or hours after receiv-
ing the first response.
[0036] The central communication server 104 deter-
mines which of the Vendor C-D devices 110c-d are lo-
cated within the particular geographic area or are asso-
ciated with the particular geographic area, e.g., when the
Vendor C retail location is within the particular geographic
area and, during time period TB, sends a request for a

manual inventory inquiry to the determined devices. The
central communication server 104 may send the request
for the manual inventory inquiry to vendors which do not
have electronic inventory databases or which have elec-
tronic inventory databases that are not integrated with
the central communication server 104.
[0037] For instance, the central communication server
104 determines that the Vendor C device 110c is a com-
puter physically located at a retail location within the par-
ticular geographic area, that the Vendor D device 110d
is a mobile device currently at and associated with an-
other retail location within the particular geographic area,
and sends the request to both the Vendor C-D devices
110c-d. The central communication server 104 may de-
termine that another Vendor D device (not shown) is as-
sociated with the other retail location but is not currently
at the retail location, e.g., using opt-in location tracking
information, and not send the request to the other Vendor
D device.
[0038] The Vendor C-D devices 110c-d each receives
a respective request and prompt an entity to perform a
manual search for the specific product or type of product.
For instance, when the Vendor D device 110d is a smart
phone, a text messaging application or an inventory ap-
plication may prompt an employee of the Vendor D who
is operating the smart phone to manually check the Ven-
dor D’s inventory 112d for the specific product or type of
product. The smart phone may receive input from the
employee indicating whether or not the product is in
stock, the amount of the product at the Vendor D retail
location, if the Vendor D retail location has any compa-
rable products in stock, or a combination of two or more
of these.
[0039] For instance, the smart phone may receive input
indicating that the current inventory of the specific prod-
uct is zero, e.g., not in stock, or one or more, e.g., in
stock. The input may be received by the text messaging
application or in a particular field of a smart phone appli-
cation. The smart phone application may have additional
fields that allow the receipt of input indicating whether or
not a comparable product is in stock and, potentially,
some of the features of the comparable product.
[0040] In some examples, one or more of the Vendor
C-D devices 110c-d may be included in an automated
search device, e.g., a robot. The robot may receive the
request for a manual inventory inquiry, determine where
the specific product is typically located in the retail loca-
tion, and scan bar codes of products at the retail location
to determine whether or not the specific product is in
stock.
[0041] The central communication server 104, during
time period TE, receives responses from the Vendor C-
D devices 110c-d indicating whether or not the specific
product or type of product is in the Vendor C-D inventory
112c-d, respectively.
[0042] The central communication server 104 aggre-
gates one or more of the responses received during the
time periods Tc, TD, and TE and, during time period TF,
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provides product inventory information to a second de-
vice 114. For instance, the central communication server
104 may receive responses from the central database
106 and the vendor B database 108b and provide a first
set of result information to the second device 114 and
then receive responses from the Vendor D device 110d
and the Vendor A database 108a and provide a second
set of result information to the second device 114.
[0043] The second device 114 may present the result
information in a user interface, e.g., a text messaging
user interface or a mobile application user interface. For
instance, the second device 114 may include an inven-
tory application specific to the central communication
server 104 that allows the second device 114 to receive
search results from the central communication server
104 and present the search results to a user, e.g., the
same user who requested the search results with the first
device 102.
[0044] The central communication server 104 provides
the search results to the second device 114 based on
settings associated with the second device 114. For in-
stance, the user of the second device 114 may indicate
that they should receive only one update from the central
communication server 104 per hour or per day and the
central communication server 104 provides results to the
second device 114 using this information.
[0045] One or more of the time periods TB, Tc, TD, TE,
and TF, may overlap. For instance, the central commu-
nication server 104 may send a second request for a
manual inventory inquiry to the Vendor C device 110c,
receive a response from the Vendor A database 108a,
provide first product inventory information to the second
device 114, receive a response from the Vendor C device
110c, and then provide second product inventory infor-
mation to the second device 114.
[0046] In some implementations, the central commu-
nication server 104, the central database 106, or both,
may filter a list of potential vendors, vendor retail loca-
tions, or both using data that indicates which products or
types of products are available or historically have been
available at particular vendors or vendor retail locations.
For instance, the central communication server 104 may
determine that a particular vendor does not stock a par-
ticular product or the brand of the particular product and
determine that a query should not be sent to the central
database 106 for that particular vendor, should not be
sent to that particular vendor’s databases, or both.
[0047] The first and second devices 102 and 114 may
include personal computers, mobile communication de-
vices, and other devices that can send and receive data
over a network (not shown). The network, such as a local
area network (LAN), wide area network (WAN), the In-
ternet, or a combination thereof, may connect the first
and second devices 102 and 114, the central communi-
cation server 104, the databases 106 and 108a-b, the
vendor devices 110c-d, or any two or more of these de-
vices together.
[0048] FIG. 2 is an example of a user interface 200 for

presenting product information. For instance, the first de-
vice 102 may present the user interface 200 to a user,
e.g., in response to a request for information about a
specific product or type of product.
[0049] The user interface 200 includes product infor-
mation 202 such as the price of the specific product, the
size of the specific product, and the color of the specific
product. The user interface 200 includes an option to add
a particular quantity of the product to a shopping cart and
an option 204a-b to pick up the specific product at a par-
ticular retail location.
[0050] The user interface 200 includes inventory infor-
mation for multiple different vendors. For example, the
user interface 200 includes a first option 204a to pick up
the specific product at "Display Center" and a second
option 204b to pick up the specific product "LCD City," a
different vendor.
[0051] A search in stores option 206 allows a user to
receive updates of which retail locations have the specific
product in stock. For instance, the user interface 200 may
receive a mobile number from a mobile number filed 208
and, in response to selection of the search in stores op-
tion 206, provide search results to a mobile device to
allow the mobile device to present the search results to
the user. Selection of the search stores option 206 may
provide the central communication server with informa-
tion about the product presented in the user interface and
the mobile number. In some implementations, the central
communication server may receive product quantity in-
formation in response to selection of the search stores
option 206, e.g., when the user will purchase one or more
of the same product.
[0052] The inventory information presented in the user
interface 200 includes some local inventory information,
e.g., determined using the central database 106, but
does not include local inventory information for all ven-
dors, all vendor retail locations, or both. For instance, the
user interface 200 may include local inventory informa-
tion for two retail locations and selection of the search in
stores option 206 may provide the user with local inven-
tory information for more vendors, more vendor retail lo-
cations, or both.
[0053] In some implementations, the user interface
200 may include a zip code field 210, a search radius
field 212, or both. For instance, the user interface 200
may allow the user to enter their current location or a
location she will be at in the future, e.g., when she plans
to pick up the specific product, and the central commu-
nication server 104 uses that location information to de-
termine a geographic area for which retail locations in-
ventory information should be determined. In some ex-
amples, the central communication server 104 may use
the internet protocol address of the first device 102, de-
vice geo-location information, or other location informa-
tion to determine the geographic area.
[0054] In some implementations, the central commu-
nication server 104 may use the location data to display,
e.g., in the user interface 200, inventory results for retail
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locations within a search distance radius where the in-
ventory is already available in the central database 106,
e.g., a real-time database. In some implementations, the
search in stores option 206 allows the user to request an
inventory search for retail locations for which inventory
information was not readily available during the presen-
tation of the user interface 200. For instance, the central
communication server 104 may provide inventory infor-
mation in the user interface 200 retrieved from the central
database 106 but not provide inventory information in the
user interface 200 for vendors or vendor retail locations
for which the central database 106 does not have inven-
tory information, e.g., the Vendors A-D shown in FIG. 1.
[0055] FIG. 3 is an example of a mobile device user
interface 300 for displaying inventory search results. For
instance, the mobile device may receive search results
from the central communication server 104 as the search
results become available and present the search results
in the mobile device user interface 300.
[0056] The mobile device receives first instructions
from the central communication server 104, or another
server, for presentation of a confirmation message 302
that confirms that the user of the mobile device would
like to receive product inventory updates. The confirma-
tion message may be for a specific product or for receiv-
ing product inventory updates in general, e.g., the first
time the mobile device receives information from the cen-
tral communication server 104.
[0057] In response to the presentation of the confirma-
tion message, the mobile device may receive input 304
indicating that a user of the mobile device would like to
receive product inventory updates on the mobile device.
For instance, when the confirmation message indicates
that a response of "Go" opts in to receiving product in-
ventory updates, the mobile device may receive data in-
dicating user input 304 of "Go," e.g., through a software
or hardware keyboard or voice input.
[0058] Once the mobile device provides the central
communication server 104 with an indication that the mo-
bile device should receive product inventory updates, the
mobile device will periodically receive data from the cen-
tral communication server 104 and use the data to
present messages about product inventory updates on
a display. For example, the mobile device will present a
first message 306 with a link for a first search results user
interface. When the mobile device receives input indicat-
ing selection of the link, the mobile device generates the
first search results user interface and displays the search
results user interface on the display, e.g., as part of a
web browser application or another application on the
mobile device. The search results identify one or more
retail locations that have inventory of the specific product
or type of product requested by the user.
[0059] The first message 306 may indicate that the
central communication server 104 is still determining
whether other retail locations may have inventory of a
specific product or type of product, identified in the con-
firmation message 302, and may provide additional

search results to the mobile device at a later time. For
instance, the first message 306 may include a note stat-
ing "The local product search system is still searching for
your requested product and may provide additional re-
sults."
[0060] After presentation of the first message 306, the
mobile device may receive additional data from the cen-
tral communication server 104 and present a second
message 308 with another link. Upon receipt of input in-
dicating selection of the other link, the mobile device may
present additional search results for the specific product
or type of product in a second search results user inter-
face. The additional search results may be cumulative,
e.g., and include search results presented in the first
search results user interface. In some examples, the ad-
ditional search results may only include new retail loca-
tions that were not identified in the first search results
user interface.
[0061] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of a process 400 for
providing a mobile device with product inventory updates.
For example, the process 400 can be used by the central
communication server 104 from the environment 100.
[0062] The process maintains a central database that
includes information about respective inventories of a
plurality of vendors (402). For instance, the central com-
munication server receives inventory information from
systems for each of the plurality of vendors. The inventory
information may include current inventory levels for par-
ticular products or types of products typically offered by
a particular vendor or vendor retail location, e.g., brand
or product line or both. In some implementations, the
inventory information may include historical inventory da-
ta that indicates which products, types of products,
brands, or any two or more of these that particular ven-
dors, vendor locations, or both, have carried.
[0063] The process receives a request from a first user
device identifying a requested commerce object for which
available inventory is sought and a geographical area
(404). For example, the central communication server
receives the request from the first user device operated
by a particular user. The first user device may be a desk-
top computer, a laptop, or a tablet to name a few exam-
ples.
[0064] The process identifies a plurality of sources of
available inventory data for vendors within a specific dis-
tance of the geographical area (406). For instance, the
central communication server searches the central da-
tabase, or another database, for vendor retail locations
to contact regarding product inventory information for the
requested commerce object. Some of these vendor retail
locations may have inventory data available in real-time,
e.g., stored in a database. Some of these vendor retail
locations might not have inventory data available in real-
time, e.g., the inventory data is stored in a database that
is not updated as products are sold or is not stored in a
database.
[0065] The central communication server determines
which vendor retail locations are within the desired
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search radius. For example, the central communication
server uses the geographical area, e.g., zip code or an
area associated with an internet protocol address of the
first device, and a search radius centered on that geo-
graphical area, e.g., predetermined or specified by the
particular user, to determine which vendor retail locations
the particular user may visit for the requested commerce
object.
[0066] In some examples, the central communication
server categorizes the determined vendor retail locations
into three groups. A first group of vendor retail locations
may have inventory data available in real-time. A second
group may have no inventory of the requested commerce
object. A third group might not have real-time inventory
data.
[0067] In some implementations, the central commu-
nication server may use a safety stock level when deter-
mining inventory information for vendor retail locations
for which real-time inventory data is available. For in-
stance, the central communication server, or another
server, may determine two safety stock levels: a first for
the particular vendor retail location and a second for the
brand or type of the requested commerce object. The
safety stock level may be an additional amount of inven-
tory maintained for a retail location or a product to ensure
that demand for commerce objects offed by the retail
location is met. The central communication server may
use the maximum of the two safety stock levels when
determining a stock level for the requested commerce
object.
[0068] In some implementations, for vendor retail lo-
cations in the third group for which real-time inventory
data is not available, the central communication server,
or another server, may filter out some of these vendor
retail locations using information about product distribu-
tion or products offered by the vendor retail locations,
e.g., historical data. For instance, the central communi-
cation server may maintain a list of products distributed
to each of the vendor retail locations, e.g., all vendor retail
locations or only the vendor retail locations in the third
group. The list may indicate particular products, types of
products, brands of products, or any two or more of these,
that the vendor retail locations receive. For example,
when a brand of the requested commerce object is never
distributed to a certain vendor retail location, the central
communication server may place that certain vendor re-
tail location in the second group of vendor retail locations
which do not have the requested commerce objet in in-
ventory. The central communication server places any
remaining vendor retail locations, e.g., which have re-
ceived the brand, type of product, the requested com-
merce object, or two or more of these, in the past, in the
third group of vendor retail locations.
[0069] The process searches the plurality of sources
for available inventory of the requested commerce object
(408). For instance, the central communication server
queries each of the vendor retail locations in the first
group, the third group, or both, to determine whether

those vendor retail locations have the requested com-
merce object. The query may be sent to a computer as-
sociated with the vendor retail location, may include a
telephone call to a phone at the vendor retail location, or
any other appropriate method to determine inventory of
the requested commerce object. Some examples of the
searching the plurality of sources for available inventory
of the requested commerce object are described in more
detail below.
[0070] The central communication server may deter-
mine contact information for each of the vendor retail
locations in the first group and the third group. The con-
tact information is specific to each of the vendor retail
locations and preferences for the vendor retail locations
that indicate how the vendor retail location should be con-
tacted for an inventory inquiry.
[0071] The contact information for each vendor retail
location in the first group may be the address of a device
to which the central communication server may send an
inventory request. The address may be for the central
database or for another database. The central commu-
nication server sends the request to the address and may
receive a response indicating whether or not the respec-
tive vendor retail location has the requested commerce
object in inventory. In some examples, the central com-
munication server may send a single request for multiple
vendor retail locations, e.g., when a single database in-
cludes inventory information for each of the multiple ven-
dor retail locations.
[0072] For the vendor retail locations in the third group,
the central communication server may determine the
days and hours of operation, e.g., whether or not an entity
at each of the vendor retail locations in the third group
may respond to the inventory inquiry. The central com-
munication server may place any vendor retail locations
that are currently not open in the second group. In some
examples, the central communication server may deter-
mine that some of the vendor retail locations in the third
group will be open within a maximum search time period,
and wait to send an inventory inquiry to those vendor
retail locations once the respective vendor retail locations
are open.
[0073] In some implementations, the central commu-
nication server may discard any vendor retail locations
that do not have valid contact information or place those
vendor retail locations in the second group.
[0074] The process determines whether any of the
vendors for which results have been received have the
requested commerce object in inventory (410). For ex-
ample, the central communication server receives re-
sponses to the inventory inquiry for the vendor retail lo-
cations. The central communication server might not re-
ceive a response for each of the vendor retail locations.
The central communication server may receive multiple
responses for a single vendor retail location, e.g., as in-
ventory of the requested commerce object changes.
[0075] The central communication server receives the
responses over time. For instance, the central commu-
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nication server may receive a first response, a second
response five minutes later, and a third response two
hours after receiving the first response.
[0076] If none of the vendors for which results have
been received have the requested commerce object in
inventory, and the process has not determined to termi-
nate the searching, the process continues to search the
plurality of sources for available inventory of the request-
ed commerce object (408).
[0077] If at least one of the vendors for which results
have been received has the requested commerce object
in inventory, the process asynchronously receives and
aggregates search results into groups (412). For exam-
ple, the central communication server determines pref-
erences for the first user device, e.g., the specific user
who initiated the search for the requested commerce ob-
ject, to determine a frequency at which the central com-
munication server should provide search results to a sec-
ond use device. The preferences may include a minimum
time between messages, a maximum search time period,
or how the central communication server should aggre-
gate search results, to name a few examples.
[0078] The central communication server may deter-
mine when the most recent message was sent to the
second user device and, using the minimum time period
between messages, that the central communication
server may send another message. In some examples,
the central communication server may determine that the
minimum time period between messages has not passed
and wait to aggregate additional search results together
until the minimum time period has passed. In some ex-
amples, if the central communication server receives a
response for a vendor retail location after the maximum
search time period has passed, e.g., and the user no
longer wants search results, the central communication
server may discard that response.
[0079] The process determines whether a second user
device has been validated (414). The second user device
is operated by the same user, or otherwise associated
with the same user, as the first user device. In some
examples, the central communication server may vali-
date the second user device to ensure that a user exe-
cuted the search for the requested commerce object,
opts-in to receive search results on the second user de-
vice from the central communication server, or both.
[0080] If the second user device has not been validat-
ed, the process sends a validation message to the sec-
ond user device (416). For instance, the central commu-
nication server may send a message to the second user
device prompting a user to enter input indicating that they
requested the search for the commerce object and cor-
responding search results should be sent to the second
user device. One example of a validation message may
include the confirmation message 302.
[0081] If the central communication server receives a
response from the second user device indicating that the
user does not want to receive the search results, the proc-
ess 400 ends. In some examples, if the central commu-

nication server does not receive a response from the sec-
ond user device within a predetermined period of time,
the process 400 ends. If the central communication serv-
er receives a response from the second user device with-
in the predetermined period of time and confirmation that
the second user device should receive search results,
the process proceeds to step 418.
[0082] If the second user device has been validated
previously, or once the second user device has been
validated, the process serves instructions for the pres-
entation of a composite user interface that includes in-
formation about one of the groups of search results to
the second user device (418). For example, the central
communication server provides instructions for the pres-
entation of the search results to the second user device.
The central communication server may format the search
results, and instructions for the presentation of the search
results, based on user preferences. The search results
may be provided to the user using text messaging or
mobile push, e.g., using an application installed on the
second user device.
[0083] The process terminates the searching and serv-
ing upon detection of a termination request from the sec-
ond user device or a determination that a maximum
search time period has been reached (420). For example,
when the central communication server receives a re-
quest from the second user device to stop providing
search results to the second user device, e.g., a "stop"
message, or determines that the maximum search time
period has ended, the central communication server
stops searching for additional inventory of the requested
commerce object and sending the search results to the
second user device.
[0084] In some examples, the central communication
server may access the list of vendor retail locations being
searched, e.g., the first and third groups, to determine
whether responses have been received from each of the
vendor retail locations. A response may indicate that the
respective vendor retail location has the requested com-
merce object in inventory, a specific inventory level, or
that the respective vendor retail location does not have
the requested commerce object in inventory. Once the
central communication server receives a response for
each of the vendor retail locations, the central commu-
nication server terminates the searching and serving of
search results.
[0085] In some implementations, after the termination
of the searching and servicing, the central communica-
tion server may provide the second user device with a
summary of the search results. For example, when the
central communication server receives an update for a
particular vendor retail location, the summary may indi-
cate the updated inventory information, e.g., indicating
that the particular vendor retail location no longer has the
requested commerce object in inventory or has received
inventory of the requested commerce object. For in-
stance, the central communication server may request
inventory information and indicate in the request that up-
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dating indicating changes to the inventory information for
the vendor retail location should be provided to the central
communication server for the next twenty-four hours, or
another time period.
[0086] The order of steps in the process 400 described
above is illustrative only, and providing the mobile device
with the product inventory updates can be performed in
different orders. For example, the second user device
may be validated prior to receiving a request from the
first user device.
[0087] In some implementations, the process 400 can
include additional steps, fewer steps, or some of the steps
can be divided into multiple steps. For example, the cen-
tral communication server may perform multiple steps,
some of which are described below, when searching the
plurality of sources for available inventory of the request-
ed commerce object. In some examples, the first user
device and the second user device are different devices.
In some examples, the first user device and the second
user device are the same device.
[0088] In some implementations, the central commu-
nication server repeats steps 408 through 412 and 418
until search results have been received from all sources,
the central communication server receives a request
from a device operated by the user to terminate the
search, or the maximum search time period has been
reached. In some implementations, the first device is op-
erated by a first user and the second device is operated
by a second user. For instance, a husband may use the
first device to request available inventory information for
the commerce object and the central communication
server may provide search results to the second device
operated by the wife.
[0089] In some implementations, the central commu-
nication server may communicate with another server to
perform some or all of the process, instead of or in addi-
tion to communicating with the first user device, the sec-
ond user device, or both. For example, the central com-
munication server may communicate with the other serv-
er for one or more of steps 404, 414, 416, 418, and 420.
[0090] In some examples, the central communication
server may use an application programming interface
(API) to communicate with the other server. For instance,
the other server may use a method or a message format
from the API to provide the central communication server
with a request message about the requested commerce
object for which available inventory is sought and the
geographical area in which inventory information is re-
quested. The request message may include information
about a consumer or a device requesting the inventory
information.
[0091] The central communication server uses one or
more steps of the process 400, e.g., steps 406 through
412, to determine at which vendor retail locations the
requested commerce object is available. For instance,
the central communication server parses information
from the request message to determine the requested
commerce object and the geographical area.

[0092] The central communication server may asyn-
chronously receive and aggregate search results into
groups and provide a group of search results to the other
server, e.g., using another method or another message
format from the API. The central communication server
may provide the other server with a response message
that includes information about the group of search re-
sults, e.g., a list of retailer locations that have the request-
ed commerce object in inventor and the physical loca-
tions of those retail locations.
[0093] The central communication server may provide
the other server with a single response message for a
group of search results or with multiple response mes-
sages, each of which contain data for at least one search
results. For example, the central communication server
may wait a predetermined period of time, e.g., two to five
hours, and send the other server a first response mes-
sage with data for one or more search results, wait an-
other duration of the predetermined period of time and
send the other server a second response message with
data for one or more additional search results, and so on.
[0094] In some examples, the central communication
server may send the other server a response message
when a predetermined number of search results have
been determined. For example, the central communica-
tion server may use the API to send a response message
to the other server for every group of five or six search
results. When the central communication server deter-
mines that no additional search results for retail locations
are likely to be determined, the central communication
server may send any remaining search results to the oth-
er server.
[0095] The other server may use the response mes-
sages to provide a user device with the search results.
For instance, when the other server receives a request
for inventory information for the requested commerce ob-
ject from the user device, the other server may send the
request message to the central communication server.
[0096] When the other server receives a response
message from the central communication server, the oth-
er server may store the response message in a memory.
The other server may wait to send a response to the user
device, or another user device, until a predetermined pe-
riod of time has passed, a predetermined quantity of
search results have been received from the central com-
munication server, or both. The other server may provide
the search results to the user device periodically, e.g., in
response to receipt of the search results from the central
communication server. For example, the other server
may receive a response message from the central com-
munication server and provide the search results from
the response message to the user device.
[0097] In some implementations, the other server may
receive a request for inventory information from a first
user device and provide search results to a second user
device. For instance, the other server may receive a re-
quest from a desktop, a laptop, or a tablet and provide
search results to a mobile device, e.g., associated with
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a same user as the first user device.
[0098] The other server may host a search engine, a
website for a manufacture or a product provider, or an-
other type of website. The central communication server
allows the other server to provide product inventory in-
formation to one or more users that request the product
inventory information, e.g., for different products, from
the other server. The central communication server and
the other server may use any appropriate method or mes-
sage formats to communicate over a network.
[0099] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of a process 500 for
searching a plurality of sources for available inventory of
a requested commerce object. For example, the process
500 can be used by the central communication server
104 from the environment 100. The central communica-
tion server, or another device, may check the inventory
of each of the sources in parallel, e.g., as independent
processes. The central communication server, or the oth-
er device, receives results for the search over time, e.g.,
because of the asynchronous nature of communication
with the sources. In some examples, the central commu-
nication server 104 uses the process 500 for a manual
inventory inquiry.
[0100] The process determines preferences for a ven-
dor retail location to be searched (502). For example, the
central communication server determines the inventory
confirmation process for the vendor retail location, e.g.,
what device or person for the vendor retail location the
central communication server should contact.
[0101] The process determines which form of commu-
nication should be used to determine inventory informa-
tion for the vendor retail location (504). For instance, the
central communication server uses the preferences to
determine whether to send a message to a device at the
vendor retail location or initiate a telephone call with a
telephone for the vendor retail location.
[0102] The process determines that available invento-
ry should be verified using a mobile device (506). For
instance, the central communication server may receive
a registration request from the mobile device of an em-
ployee of the vendor retail location. The registration re-
quest may be from a mobile application installed on the
mobile device to allow the mobile application to receive
event messages from the central communication server,
e.g., inventory availability requests. Upon receiving the
registration request, the central communication server
associates the mobile device with the vendor retail loca-
tion so that the central communication server may later
send requests to the mobile device for inventory availa-
bility at the vendor retail location.
[0103] In some implementations, the central commu-
nication server may send messages to the mobile device
using a notification service of the mobile device, a specific
inventory application installed on the mobile device, or
both. In some implementations, the central communica-
tion server may validate the mobile device to ensure that
the mobile device should be associated with the vendor
retail location.

[0104] The process sends a message to the mobile
device requesting available inventory for the requested
commerce object (508). For instance, the central com-
munication server may send the message to the mobile
device’s notification system, to a specific inventory ap-
plication installed on the mobile device, or both. For in-
stance, the central communication sever may verify that
it can send push notifications to the mobile device and
provide the message to the mobile device. In some ex-
amples, the central communication server may send a
message to a non-mobile device, e.g., a desktop com-
puter.
[0105] A user of the mobile device, e.g., the employee
of the vendor retail location, may then view content from
the message on the mobile device. For instance, the mo-
bile device may present an inventory inquiry page to the
user. The inventory inquiry page may be presented in a
web browser or in an interface of the mobile application,
e.g., in response to selection of a pop-up on the mobile
device.
[0106] In some implementations, the central commu-
nication server or another system may filter which devic-
es for a vendor retail location receive the message, e.g.,
and not send the message to all of the devices. For ex-
ample, when a particular retailer system is associated
with five mobile devices, one for each of five different
employees of the particular retailer, the system may de-
termine which of the five mobile devices should receive
the message or if all five of the mobile devices should
receive the message. In some examples, preferences
for the retailer system may indicate that only one of the
five mobile devices should receive the message, e.g.,
based on a ranking of the five mobile devices. If the cen-
tral communication server does not receive a response
from the selected mobile device, e.g., highest ranked mo-
bile device, within a predetermined period of time, the
central communication server or another system may
provide the message to another of the five devices, e.g.,
the second ranked device, and so on until the central
communication server receives a response.
[0107] The mobile device receives input from the user
indicating whether or not the retail location has inventory
for the requested commerce object. For instance, the mo-
bile device may receive input indicating an inventory
quantity for the requested commerce object, e.g., "0,"
"1," or "2." In some examples, the mobile device may
receive input indicating "yes" or "no" for the inventory.
The central communication server may use the inventory
level when a search request, or multiple search requests,
is for more than one of the requested commerce obj ect.
[0108] In some implementations, the mobile device
may receive input from a scanner or a camera indicating
the inventory for the requested commerce object. For
instance, the employee may scan the requested object’s
barcode to indicate that the product is in stock or enter
input, e.g., "no," to indicate that the requested object is
not in stock.
[0109] In some examples, the mobile device may re-
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ceive input indicating alternative products that are similar
to the requested commerce object. The central commu-
nication server may receive information about the alter-
native products in addition to or instead of inventory in-
formation for the requested commerce object, e.g., when
both products are in stock or only the alternative product.
For instance, the central communication server may re-
ceive a photo, barcode information, or both, for the alter-
native products from the mobile device.
[0110] In some implementations, an inventory search,
for a particular user or for multiple users, may be for more
than one commerce object. For example, the particular
user may have asked for inventory information for each
of multiple products, e.g., in a single request or multiple
requests. When the central communication server re-
ceives multiple requests for a single user, the central
communication server may use preferences for that user
to determine whether search results for each of the dif-
ferent products may be presented on a single interface.
In some examples, the central communication server
may determine that different users each requested in-
ventory information for a single commerce object, but a
single retail location may have inventory of each of the
commerce objects for each of the different users.
[0111] The mobile device may prompt the user of the
mobile device for inventory information for each of the
products until the mobile device has inventory informa-
tion for all of the products. The inventory information may
indicate that some of the products are in stock but not all
of the products, that all of the products are in stock, or
that none of the products are in stock.
[0112] Once the mobile device has inventory informa-
tion for all of the products, the mobile device presents an
interface to the user indicating that the search is com-
plete. In some examples, the results of the inventory
search for all of the products may be presented on an
interface to the user, e.g., as a summary.
[0113] In some implementations, the mobile device is
specific to the vendor retail location, e.g., is owned by
the vendor retail location and not specific to any particular
employee of the vendor retail location. The central com-
munication server may determine the hours and days of
operation before sending a message to a mobile device
that is specific to the vendor retail location, e.g., as no
employees may be at the vendor retail location outside
of business hours. In some examples, the central com-
munication server determines the hours and days for
which employees are working at the vendor retail location
and sends the message to the mobile device during those
hours, e.g., when an employee is working in the stock
room but the vendor retail location is not open.
[0114] The process receives inventory information for
the requested commerce object (510). For instance, the
central communication system receives the results of the
search for the single requested commerce object or the
multiple commerce objects.
[0115] In some implementations, the process deter-
mines that available inventory should be verified using a

telephone call (512). For instance, the central communi-
cation server may determine that an automated tele-
phone call should be placed with the vendor retail location
to determine the available inventory of the requested
commerce object.
[0116] The central communication server may update
a status of an inventory inquiry for the vendor retail loca-
tion to indicate that a telephone call is in progress. The
central communication server, or another device, auto-
matically calls a telephone number associated with the
vendor retail location. The central communication server
may continue dialing the telephone number, e.g., after
an initial call times out, until the central communication
server connects with a telephone for the vendor retail
location, or a time or predetermined number of calls limit
has been reached.
[0117] When the central communication server con-
nects with the telephone for the vendor retail location,
e.g., the telephone is answered, the central communica-
tion server may prompt a user of the telephone to handle
the inventory inquiry at that time or hand the call off, e.g.,
to another employee or device or for another time when
the user currently does not have time to handle the call.
When the user handles the call, the central communica-
tion server receives input from the user indicating the
available inventory for the requested commerce object,
e.g., via voice input or selection of a numeric value on a
software or physical keypad.
[0118] For instance, the user begins a manual search
for the requested commerce object. The user may iden-
tify the products being searched for and, optionally, the
desired quantity of those products. The user may search
for multiple different products, e.g., when a search re-
quest includes multiple products or when multiple search
requests are for products carried by a single vendor retail
location.
[0119] In some examples, when a call is handed off to
another entity, the central communication server may
convert the inventory inquiry to a text message (514),
e.g., that includes a phone number and optionally details
of the inventory inquire, and provide the text message to
another device associated with the vendor retail location.
In some examples, the central communication server
provides the phone number to the user over the tele-
phone. The central communication server then receives
a call at the phone number to initiate a manual search
for the product.
[0120] In some implementations, the phone number is
specific to the product search, the vendor retail location,
or both. For instance, the central communication server
may use that phone number only for inventory inquiries
for a particular vendor retail location. In some examples,
the central communication system uses the phone
number temporarily, e.g., for a predetermined number of
hours, and then the inventory inquiry for which the phone
number was activated is terminated, e.g., for that partic-
ular vendor retail location.
[0121] In some implementations, the process 500 can
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include additional steps, fewer steps, or some of the steps
can be divided into multiple steps. For example, the cen-
tral communication server may always communicate with
a mobile device for a vendor retail location and never
initiate a telephone call or always initiate a telephone call
for an inventory inquiry.
[0122] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of computing devices
600, 650 that may be used to implement the systems and
methods described in this document, as either a client or
as a server or plurality of servers. Computing device 600
is intended to represent various forms of digital comput-
ers, such as laptops, desktops, workstations, personal
digital assistants, servers, blade servers, mainframes,
and other appropriate computers. Computing device 650
is intended to represent various forms of mobile devices,
such as personal digital assistants, cellular telephones,
smartphones, and other similar computing devices. Ad-
ditionally computing device 600 or 650 can include Uni-
versal Serial Bus (USB) flash drives. The USB flash
drives may store operating systems and other applica-
tions. The USB flash drives can include input/output com-
ponents, such as a wireless transmitter or USB connector
that may be inserted into a USB port of another computing
device. The components shown here, their connections
and relationships, and their functions, are meant to be
exemplary only, and are not meant to limit implementa-
tions of the inventions described and/or claimed in this
document.
[0123] Computing device 600 includes a processor
602, memory 604, a storage device 606, a high speed
interface 608 connecting to memory 604 and high speed
expansion ports 610, and a low speed interface 612 con-
necting to low speed bus 614 and storage device 606.
Each of the components 602, 604, 606, 608, 610, and
612, are interconnected using various busses, and may
be mounted on a common motherboard or in other man-
ners as appropriate. The processor 602 can process in-
structions for execution within the computing device 600,
including instructions stored in the memory 604 or on the
storage device 606 to display graphical information for a
GUI on an external input/output device, such as display
616 coupled to high speed interface 608. In other imple-
mentations, multiple processors and/or multiple buses
may be used, as appropriate, along with multiple mem-
ories and types of memory. Also, multiple computing de-
vices 600 may be connected, with each device providing
portions of the necessary operations (e.g., as a server
bank, a group of blade servers, or a multi-processor sys-
tem).
[0124] The memory 604 stores information within the
computing device 600. In one implementation, the mem-
ory 604 is a volatile memory unit or units. In another im-
plementation, the memory 604 is a non-volatile memory
unit or units. The memory 604 may also be another form
of computer-readable medium, such as a magnetic or
optical disk.
[0125] The storage device 606 is capable of providing
mass storage for the computing device 600. In one im-

plementation, the storage device 606 may be or contain
a computer-readable medium, such as a floppy disk de-
vice, a hard disk device, an optical disk device, or a tape
device, a flash memory or other similar solid state mem-
ory device, or an array of devices, including devices in a
storage area network or other configurations. A computer
program product can be tangibly embodied in an infor-
mation carrier. The computer program product may also
contain instructions that, when executed, perform one or
more methods, such as those described above. The in-
formation carrier is a computer- or machine-readable me-
dium, such as the memory 604, the storage device 606,
or memory on processor 602.
[0126] The high speed controller 608 manages band-
width-intensive operations for the computing device 600,
while the low speed controller 612 manages lower band-
width-intensive operations. Such allocation of functions
is exemplary only. In one implementation, the high speed
controller 608 is coupled to memory 604, display 616
(e.g., through a graphics processor or accelerator), and
to high speed expansion ports 610, which may accept
various expansion cards (not shown). In the implemen-
tation, low speed controller 612 is coupled to storage
device 606 and low speed expansion port 614. The low
speed expansion port, which may include various com-
munication ports (e.g., USB, Bluetooth, Ethernet, wire-
less Ethernet) may be coupled to one or more input/out-
put devices, such as a keyboard, a pointing device, a
scanner, or a networking device such as a switch or rout-
er, e.g., through a network adapter.
[0127] The computing device 600 may be implement-
ed in a number of different forms, as shown in the figure.
For example, it may be implemented as a standard server
620, or multiple times in a group of such servers. It may
also be implemented as part of a rack server system 624.
In addition, it may be implemented in a personal computer
such as a laptop computer 622. Alternatively, compo-
nents from computing device 600 may be combined with
other components in a mobile device (not shown), such
as device 650. Each of such devices may contain one or
more of computing device 600, 650, and an entire system
may be made up of multiple computing devices 600, 650
communicating with each other.
[0128] Computing device 650 includes a processor
652, memory 664, an input/output device such as a dis-
play 654, a communication interface 666, and a trans-
ceiver 668, among other components. The device 650
may also be provided with a storage device, such as a
microdrive or other device, to provide additional storage.
Each of the components 650, 652, 664, 654, 666, and
668, are interconnected using various buses, and several
of the components may be mounted on a common moth-
erboard or in other manners as appropriate.
[0129] The processor 652 can execute instructions
within the computing device 650, including instructions
stored in the memory 664. The processor may be imple-
mented as a chipset of chips that include separate and
multiple analog and digital processors. Additionally, the
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processor may be implemented using any of a number
of architectures. For example, the processor 602 may be
a CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computers) processor,
a RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) processor,
or a MISC (Minimal Instruction Set Computer) processor.
The processor may provide, for example, for coordination
of the other components of the device 650, such as con-
trol of user interfaces, applications run by device 650,
and wireless communication by device 650.
[0130] Processor 652 may communicate with a user
through control interface 658 and display interface 656
coupled to a display 654. The display 654 may be, for
example, a TFT (Thin-Film-Transistor Liquid Crystal Dis-
play) display or an OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diode)
display, or other appropriate display technology. The dis-
play interface 656 may comprise appropriate circuitry for
driving the display 654 to present graphical and other
information to a user. The control interface 658 may re-
ceive commands from a user and convert them for sub-
mission to the processor 652. In addition, an external
interface 662 may be provide in communication with
processor 652, so as to enable near area communication
of device 650 with other devices. External interface 662
may provide, for example, for wired communication in
some implementations, or for wireless communication in
other implementations, and multiple interfaces may also
be used.
[0131] The memory 664 stores information within the
computing device 650. The memory 664 can be imple-
mented as one or more of a computer-readable medium
or media, a volatile memory unit or units, or a non-volatile
memory unit or units. Expansion memory 674 may also
be provided and connected to device 650 through ex-
pansion interface 672, which may include, for example,
a SIMM (Single In Line Memory Module) card interface.
Such expansion memory 674 may provide extra storage
space for device 650, or may also store applications or
other information for device 650. Specifically, expansion
memory 674 may include instructions to carry out or sup-
plement the processes described above, and may in-
clude secure information also. Thus, for example, expan-
sion memory 674 may be provide as a security module
for device 650, and may be programmed with instructions
that permit secure use of device 650. In addition, secure
applications may be provided via the SIMM cards, along
with additional information, such as placing identifying
information on the SIMM card in a non-hackable manner.
[0132] The memory may include, for example, flash
memory and/or NVRAM memory, as discussed below.
In one implementation, a computer program product is
tangibly embodied in an information carrier. The compu-
ter program product contains instructions that, when ex-
ecuted, perform one or more methods, such as those
described above. The information carrier is a computer-
or machine-readable medium, such as the memory 664,
expansion memory 674, or memory on processor 652
that may be received, for example, over transceiver 668
or external interface 662.

[0133] Device 650 may communicate wirelessly
through communication interface 666, which may include
digital signal processing circuitry where necessary. Com-
munication interface 666 may provide for communica-
tions under various modes or protocols, such as GSM
voice calls, SMS, EMS, or MMS messaging, CDMA, TD-
MA, PDC, WCDMA, CDMA2000, or GPRS, among oth-
ers. Such communication may occur, for example,
through radiofrequency transceiver 668. In addition,
short-range communication may occur, such as using a
Bluetooth, WiFi, or other such transceiver (not shown).
In addition, GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver
module 670 may provide additional navigation- and lo-
cation-related wireless data to device 650, which may be
used as appropriate by applications running on device
650.
[0134] Device 650 may also communicate audibly us-
ing audio codec 660, which may receive spoken infor-
mation from a user and convert it to usable digital infor-
mation. Audio codec 660 may likewise generate audible
sound for a user, such as through a speaker, e.g., in a
handset of device 650. Such sound may include sound
from voice telephone calls, may include recorded sound
(e.g., voice messages, music files, etc.) and may also
include sound generated by applications operating on
device 650.
[0135] The computing device 650 may be implement-
ed in a number of different forms, as shown in the figure.
For example, it may be implemented as a cellular tele-
phone 680. It may also be implemented as part of a smart-
phone 682, personal digital assistant, or other similar mo-
bile device.
[0136] Various implementations of the systems and
techniques described here can be realized in digital elec-
tronic circuitry, integrated circuitry, specially designed
ASICs (application specific integrated circuits), computer
hardware, firmware, software, and/or combinations
thereof. These various implementations can include im-
plementation in one or more computer programs that are
executable and/or interpretable on a programmable sys-
tem including at least one programmable processor,
which may be special or general purpose, coupled to
receive data and instructions from, and to transmit data
and instructions to, a storage system, at least one input
device, and at least one output device.
[0137] These computer programs (also known as pro-
grams, software, software applications or code) include
machine instructions for a programmable processor, and
can be implemented in a high-level procedural and/or
object-oriented programming language, and/or in as-
sembly/machine language. As used herein, the terms
"machine-readable medium" "computer-readable medi-
um" refers to any computer program product, apparatus
and/or device (e.g., magnetic discs, optical disks, mem-
ory, Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs)) used to pro-
vide machine instructions and/or data to a programmable
processor, including a machine-readable medium that
receives machine instructions as a machine-readable
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signal. The term "machine-readable signal" refers to any
signal used to provide machine instructions and/or data
to a programmable processor.
[0138] To provide for interaction with a user, the sys-
tems and techniques described here can be implemented
on a computer having a display device (e.g., a CRT (cath-
ode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor) for
displaying information to the user and a keyboard and a
pointing device (e.g., a mouse or a trackball) by which
the user can provide input to the computer. Other kinds
of devices can be used to provide for interaction with a
user as well; for example, feedback provided to the user
can be any form of sensory feedback (e.g., visual feed-
back, auditory feedback, or tactile feedback); and input
from the user can be received in any form, including
acoustic, speech, or tactile input.
[0139] The systems and techniques described here
can be implemented in a computing system that includes
a back end component (e.g., as a data server), or that
includes a middleware component (e.g., an application
server), or that includes a front end component (e.g., a
client computer having a graphical user interface or a
Web browser through which a user can interact with an
implementation of the systems and techniques described
here), or any combination of such back end, middleware,
or front end components. The components of the system
can be interconnected by any form or medium of digital
data communication (e.g., a communication network).
Examples of communication networks include a local ar-
ea network ("LAN"), a wide area network ("WAN"), peer-
to-peer networks (having ad-hoc or static members), grid
computing infrastructures, and the Internet.
[0140] The computing system can include clients and
servers. A client and server are generally remote from
each other and typically interact through a communica-
tion network. The relationship of client and server arises
by virtue of computer programs running on the respective
computers and having a client-server relationship to each
other.
[0141] Although a few implementations have been de-
scribed in detail above, other modifications are possible.
In addition, the logic flows depicted in the figures do not
require the particular order shown, or sequential order,
to achieve desirable results. Other steps may be provid-
ed, or steps may be eliminated, from the described flows,
and other components may be added to, or removed
from, the described systems. Accordingly, other imple-
mentations are within the scope of the following claims.

EMBODIMENTS

[0142] Although the present invention is defined in the
attached embodiments, it should be understood that the
present invention can also (alternatively) be defined in
accordance with the following groups of embodiments:

First group of embodiments:

[0143] A method performed by data processing appa-
ratus controlled by a central entity, the method compris-
ing:

maintaining a central database that includes infor-
mation about respective inventories of a plurality of
different vendors, wherein the central database is
kept up-to-date via automated data integration with
inventory systems maintained by the plurality of ven-
dors;

receiving information from a first user device identi-
fying (a) a requested commerce object for which
available inventory is sought, and (b) a geographical
area;

identifying a plurality of sources of available inven-
tory data for the vendors that are located within a
specific distance of the geographical area;

searching the plurality of sources for available inven-
tory of the requested commerce object, the search-
ing comprising performing all three of the following
processes substantially in parallel:

performing real-time searching for inventory da-
ta of the requested commerce object in the cen-
tral database that has been maintained with up-
to-date information about potential vendors’ re-
spective inventories via data integration;

performing sub-real-time searching for invento-
ry data of the requested commerce object in re-
spective databases maintained by individual
vendors; and

initiating manual-assisted searching for the re-
quested commerce object by automated com-
munication with one or more entities located at
respective vendor locations, the automated
communication prompting the one or more en-
tities to respond with information about whether
the respective vendor has available inventory of
the requested commerce object;

asynchronously receiving and aggregating search
results into groups as the search results become
available to form a respective composite user inter-
face having inventory information from each of at
least a portion of the searched plurality of sources;
and

serving, for each of the groups of search results, in-
structions for a presentation of the respective com-
posite user interface to a second user device, differ-
ent from the first user device, the composite user
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interface displaying the aggregated search results.

wherein:

asynchronously receiving and aggregating search
results into groups as the search results become
available to form a respective composite user inter-
face comprises asynchronously receiving and ag-
gregating search results into groups as the search
results become available to form a respective com-
posite web page; and

serving, for each of the groups of search results, in-
structions for the presentation of the respective com-
posite user interface comprises serving, for each of
the groups of search results, instructions for the pres-
entation of the respective composite web page.

and comprising:

maintaining a history of particular types of commerce
objects that each of the plurality of different vendors
have historically stocked in their respective invento-
ries, wherein identifying the plurality of the sources
comprises determining that each of the plurality of
different vendors have historically stocked the re-
quested commerce object,

receiving the information from the first user device
comprises receiving identification of the specific dis-
tance.

and comprising:

wherein receiving identification of the specific dis-
tance from the first user device.

wherein receiving the information from the first user
device identifying the geographical area comprises
receiving a geolocation.

wherein receiving the geolocation comprises receiv-
ing an internet protocol address.

wherein receiving the geolocation comprises receiv-
ing geographical coordinates.

wherein receiving the geolocation comprises receiv-
ing a zip code.

wherein serving the instructions for the presentation
of the composite user interface to the second user
device comprises serving the instructions for the
presentation of the composite user interface to a mo-
bile device.

wherein receiving the information from the first user
device comprises receiving the information from a

desktop computer or a laptop.

and comprising:

terminating the searching and the serving upon de-
tection of a request from the second user device or
a determination that a maximum time period has
been reached.

wherein receiving the information from the first user
device comprises receiving the maximum time peri-
od.

[0144] An e-commerce inventory searching system is
disclosed comprising:

a central database including information describing
the respective inventories of a plurality of different
vendors, wherein the central database is kept up-to-
date via automated data integration with inventory
systems maintained by the plurality of vendors;

a computer processor coupled to the central data-
base, and in communication with a first device as-
sociated with a user, to perform the following oper-
ations:

receive information from the device identifying
(a) a requested commerce object for which avail-
able inventory is sought, and (b) a geographical
area;

search a plurality of disparate sources of avail-
able inventory data for vendors that are located
within a specific distance of the geographical ar-
ea by initiating and controlling at least the fol-
lowing three separate search processes, sub-
stantially in parallel:

performing real-time searching for invento-
ry data of the requested commerce object
in the central database that has been main-
tained with up-to-date information about po-
tential vendors’ respective inventories via
data integration;

performing sub-real-time searching for in-
ventory data of the requested commerce
object in respective databases maintained
by individual vendors; and

initiating manual-assisted searching for the re-
quested commerce object by automated com-
munication with one or more entities located at
respective vendor locations, the automated
communication prompting the one or more en-
tities to respond with information about whether
the respective vendor has available inventory of
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the requested commerce object;

asynchronously receive and aggregate search
results into groups as the search results become
available to form a respective composite user
interface having inventory information from each
of at least a portion of the searched plurality of
disparate sources;

serve, for each of the groups of search results,
instructions for a presentation of the respective
composite user interface to a second device, the
composite user interface displaying the aggre-
gated search results.

wherein:

asynchronously receiving and aggregating search
results into groups as the search results become
available to form a respective composite user inter-
face comprises asynchronously receiving and ag-
gregating search results into groups as the search
results become available to form a respective com-
posite web page; and

serving, for each of the groups of search results, in-
structions for the presentation of the respective com-
posite user interface comprises serving, for each of
the groups of search results, instructions for the pres-
entation of the respective composite web page.

and comprising:

a database including information describing a history
of particular types of commerce objects that each of
the plurality of vendors have historically stocked in
their respective inventories,

wherein the operations comprise:

identify the plurality of disparate sources of avail-
able inventory for each of the plurality of different
vendors that have historically stocked the re-
quested commerce object.

wherein serving the instructions for the presentation
of the composite user interface to the second user
device comprises serving the instructions for the
presentation of the composite user interface to a mo-
bile device.

wherein receiving the information from the first user
device comprises receiving the information from a
desktop computer or a laptop.

wherein the operations comprising:

terminating the searching and the serving upon

detection of a request from the second user de-
vice or a determination that a maximum time pe-
riod has been reached.

receiving the information from the first user de-
vice comprises receiving the maximum time pe-
riod.

Second group of embodiments:

[0145] A method performed by data processing appa-
ratus controlled by a central entity, the method compris-
ing:

maintaining a central database that includes infor-
mation about respective inventories of a plurality of
different vendors, wherein the central database is
kept up-to-date via automated data integration with
inventory systems maintained by the plurality of ven-
dors;

receiving information from a first user device identi-
fying (a) a requested commerce object for which
available inventory is sought, and (b) a geographical
area;

identifying a plurality of sources of available inven-
tory data for the vendors that are located within a
specific distance of the geographical area;

searching the plurality of sources for available inven-
tory of the requested commerce object, the search-
ing comprising performing all three of the following
processes substantially in parallel:

performing real-time searching for inventory da-
ta of the requested commerce object in the cen-
tral database that has been maintained with up-
to-date information about potential vendors’ re-
spective inventories via data integration;

performing sub-real-time searching for invento-
ry data of the requested commerce object in re-
spective databases maintained by individual
vendors; and

initiating manual-assisted searching for the re-
quested commerce objet by automated commu-
nication with one or more entities located at re-
spective vendor locations, the automated com-
munication prompting the one or more entities
to respond with information about whether the
respective vendor has available inventory of the
requested commerce object;

asynchronously receiving and aggregating search
results into groups as the search results become
available to form a respective composite user inter-
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face having inventory information from each of at
least a portion of the searched plurality of sources;
and

serving, for each of the groups of search results, in-
structions for a presentation of the respective com-
posite user interface to a second user device, differ-
ent from the first user device, the composite user
interface displaying the aggregated search results.

wherein:

asynchronously receiving and aggregating search
results into groups as the search results become
available to form a respective composite user inter-
face comprises asynchronously receiving and ag-
gregating search results into groups as the search
results become available to form a respective com-
posite web page; and

serving, for each of the groups of search results, in-
structions for the presentation of the respective com-
posite user interface comprises serving, for each of
the groups of search results, instructions for the pres-
entation of the respective composite web page.

and comprising:

maintaining a history of particular types of commerce
objects that each of the plurality of different vendors
have historically stocked in their respective invento-
ries, wherein identifying the plurality of the sources
comprises determining that each of the plurality of
different vendors have historically stocked the re-
quested commerce object.

wherein receiving the information from the first user
device comprises receiving identification of the spe-
cific distance.

and comprising:

receiving identification of the specific distance from
the first user device.

wherein receiving the information from the first user
device identifying the geographical area comprises
receiving a geolocation.

wherein receiving the geolocation comprises receiv-
ing an internet protocol address.

wherein receiving the geolocation comprises receiv-
ing geographical coordinates.

wherein receiving the geolocation comprises receiv-
ing a zip code.

wherein serving the instructions for the presentation
of the composite user interface to the second user
device comprises serving the instructions for the
presentation of the composite user interface to a mo-
bile device.

wherein receiving the information from the first user
device comprises receiving the information from a
desktop computer or a laptop.

and comprising:

terminating the searching and the serving upon de-
tection of a request from the second user device or
a determination that a maximum time period has
been reached.

wherein receiving the information from the first user
device comprises receiving the maximum time peri-
od.

[0146] An e-commerce inventory searching system is
disclosed comprising:

a central database including information describing
the respective inventories of a plurality of different
vendors, wherein the central database is kept up-to-
date via automated data integration with inventory
systems maintained by the plurality of vendors;

a computer processor coupled to the central data-
base, and in communication with a first device as-
sociated with a user, to perform the following oper-
ations:

receive information from the device identifying
(a) a requested commerce object for which avail-
able inventory is sought, and (b) a geographical
area;

search a plurality of disparate sources of avail-
able inventory data for vendors that are located
within a specific distance of the geographical ar-
ea by initiating and controlling at least the fol-
lowing three separate search processes, sub-
stantially in parallel:

performing real-time searching for invento-
ry data of the requested commerce object
in the central database that has been main-
tained with up-to-date information about po-
tential vendors’ respective inventories via
data integration;

performing sub-real-time searching for in-
ventory data of the requested commerce
object in respective databases maintained
by individual vendors; and
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initiating manual-assisted searching for the
requested commerce object by automated
communication with one or more entities lo-
cated at respective vendor locations, the
automated communication prompting the
one or more entities to respond with infor-
mation about whether the respective vendor
has available inventory of the requested
commerce object;

asynchronously receive and aggregate search
results into groups as the search results become
available to form a respective composite user
interface having inventory information from each
of at least a portion of the searched plurality of
disparate sources;

serve, for each of the groups of search results,
instructions for a presentation of the respective
composite user interface to a second device, the
composite user interface displaying the aggre-
gated search results.

wherein:

asynchronously receiving and aggregating
search results into groups as the search results
become available to form a respective compos-
ite user interface comprises asynchronously re-
ceiving and aggregating search results into
groups as the search results become available
to form a respective composite web page; and

serving, for each of the groups of search results,
instructions for the presentation of the respec-
tive composite user interface comprises serving,
for each of the groups of search results, instruc-
tions for the presentation of the respective com-
posite web page.

and comprising:

a database including information describing a
history of particular types of commerce objects
that each of the plurality of vendors have histor-
ically stocked in their respective inventories,

wherein the operations comprise:

identify the plurality of disparate sources of avail-
able inventory for each of the plurality of different
vendors that have historically stocked the re-
quested commerce object.

wherein serving the instructions for the presentation
of the composite user interface to the second user
device comprises serving the instructions for the
presentation of the composite user interface to a mo-

bile device.

wherein receiving the information from the first user
device comprises receiving the information from a
desktop computer or a laptop.

and the operations comprising:

terminating the searching and the serving upon de-
tection of a request from the second user device or
a determination that a maximum time period has
been reached.

wherein receiving the information from the first user
device comprises receiving the maximum time peri-
od.

Claims

1. A method performed by a data processing apparatus
controlled by a central entity, the method comprising:

maintaining a central database that includes in-
formation about respective inventories of a plu-
rality of different vendors, wherein the central
database is kept up-to-date via automated data
integration with inventory systems maintained
by the plurality of vendors;
receiving information from a first user device
identifying (a) a requested commerce object for
which available inventory is sought, and (b) a
geographical area;
identifying a plurality of sources of available in-
ventory data for the vendors that are located
within a specific distance of the geographical ar-
ea;
searching the plurality of sources for available
inventory of the requested commerce object, the
searching comprising performing all three of the
following processes substantially in parallel:

performing real-time searching for invento-
ry data of the requested commerce object
in the central database that has been main-
tained with up-to-date information about po-
tential vendors’ respective inventories via
data integration;
performing sub-real-time searching for in-
ventory data of the requested commerce
object in respective databases maintained
by individual vendors; and
initiating manual-assisted searching for the
requested commerce object by automated
communication with one or more entities lo-
cated at respective vendor locations, the
automated communication prompting the
one or more entities to respond with infor-
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mation about whether the respective vendor
has available inventory of the requested
commerce object;

asynchronously receiving and aggregating
search results into groups as the search results
become available to form a respective compos-
ite user interface having inventory information
from each of at least a portion of the searched
plurality of sources; and
serving, for each of the groups of search results,
instructions for a presentation of the respective
composite user interface to a second user de-
vice, different from the first user device, the com-
posite user interface displaying the aggregated
search results.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein:

asynchronously receiving and aggregating
search results into groups as the search results
become available to form a respective compos-
ite user interface comprises asynchronously re-
ceiving and aggregating search results into
groups as the search results become available
to form a respective composite web page; and
serving, for each of the groups of search results,
instructions for the presentation of the respec-
tive composite user interface comprises serving,
for each of the groups of search results, instruc-
tions for the presentation of the respective com-
posite web page.

3. The method of claim 1, comprising:

maintaining a history of particular types of com-
merce objects that each of the plurality of differ-
ent vendors have historically stocked in their re-
spective inventories, wherein
identifying the plurality of the sources comprises
determining that each of the plurality of different
vendors have historically stocked the requested
commerce object.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the infor-
mation from the first user device comprises receiving
identification of the specific distance.

5. The method of claim 1, comprising:

receiving identification of the specific distance
from the first user device.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the infor-
mation from the first user device identifying the ge-
ographical area comprises receiving a geolocation,
preferably, wherein receiving the geolocation com-
prises receiving an internet protocol address or ge-

ographical coordinates or a zip code.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein serving the instruc-
tions for the presentation of the composite user in-
terface to the second user device comprises serving
the instructions for the presentation of the composite
user interface to a mobile device.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein receiving the infor-
mation from the first user device comprises receiving
the information from a desktop computer or a laptop.

9. The method of claim 1, comprising:

terminating the searching and the serving upon
detection of a request from the second user de-
vice or a determination that a maximum time pe-
riod has been reached.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein receiving the infor-
mation from the first user device comprises receiving
the maximum time period.

11. An e-commerce inventory searching system com-
prising:

a central database including information de-
scribing the respective inventories of a plurality
of different vendors, wherein the central data-
base is kept up-to-date via automated data in-
tegration with inventory systems maintained by
the plurality of vendors;
a computer processor coupled to the central da-
tabase, and in communication with a first device
associated with a user, to perform the following
operations:

receive information from the device identi-
fying (a) a requested commerce object for
which available inventory is sought, and (b)
a geographical area;
search a plurality of disparate sources of
available inventory data for vendors that are
located within a specific distance of the ge-
ographical area by initiating and controlling
at least the following three separate search
processes, substantially in parallel:

performing real-time searching for in-
ventory data of the requested com-
merce object in the central database
that has been maintained with up-to-
date information about potential ven-
dors’ respective inventories via data in-
tegration;
performing sub-real-time searching for
inventory data of the requested com-
merce object in respective databases
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maintained by individual vendors; and
initiating manual-assisted searching for
the requested commerce object by au-
tomated communication with one or
more entities located at respective ven-
dor locations, the automated commu-
nication prompting the one or more en-
tities to respond with information about
whether the respective vendor has
available inventory of the requested
commerce object;
asynchronously receive and aggregate
search results into groups as the
search results become available to
form a respective composite user inter-
face having inventory information from
each of at least a portion of the
searched plurality of disparate sources;
serve, for each of the groups of search
results, instructions for a presentation
of the respective composite user inter-
face to a second device, the composite
user interface displaying the aggregat-
ed search results.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein:

asynchronously receiving and aggregating
search results into groups as the search results
become available to form a respective compos-
ite user interface comprises asynchronously re-
ceiving and aggregating search results into
groups as the search results become available
to form a respective composite web page; and
serving, for each of the groups of search results,
instructions for the presentation of the respec-
tive composite user interface comprises serving,
for each of the groups of search results, instruc-
tions for the presentation of the respective com-
posite web page.

13. The system of claim 11, comprising:

a database including information describing a
history of particular types of commerce objects
that each of the plurality of vendors have histor-
ically stocked in their respective inventories,
wherein the operations comprise:

identify the plurality of disparate sources of
available inventory for each of the plurality
of different vendors that have historically
stocked the requested commerce object.

14. The system of claim 11, wherein serving the instruc-
tions for the presentation of the composite user in-
terface to the second user device comprises serving
the instructions for the presentation of the composite

user interface to a mobile device, preferably, wherein
receiving the information from the first user device
comprises receiving the information from a desktop
computer or a laptop.

15. The system of claim 11, the operations comprising:

terminating the searching and the serving upon
detection of a request from the second user de-
vice or a determination that a maximum time pe-
riod has been reached, preferably, wherein re-
ceiving the information from the first user device
comprises receiving the maximum time period.
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